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Abstract
The River Tagus has, over the centuries, 
fascinated men who, in turn, left behind 
records of their observations. These made 
available the analysis of written and 
cartographic records allowing study the 
behavior of the Tagus from 1784 until 1992.
The aims of this study was to enrich the 
knowledge of the behaviour of the River 
Tagus, in the Almeirim-Alpiarça-Santarém 
triangle, far back to times where there was 
no reading registration, trying to improve 
in this way the estimates for large return 
periods, like high magnitude floods.
To reach such a goal, a flood frequency 
analysis was performed through statistical 
methods by using a series of continuous data 
as well as historical and paleohydrological 
information. Based on the results and data, a 
Flood Risk Map and a Flood Magnitude Scale 
were produced. Also, from the comparison 
of all the available maps it was possible 
to verify the most significant changes the 
Tagus’ channels have undergone over time 
and try to associate these changes to known 
events and floods.
In short, this study showed that, one way or 
another, all the above can be associated to 
natural or anthropic processes (influence of 
floods or of dams building from the 1950’s 
on) being the latter responsible for most of 
the changes of the Tagus’s main channel.

Key words: Tagus River, floods, flood risk map, 
return period, flood magnitudes
1. Introduction
Floods are a natural phenomenon of great 

importance in the dynamics of the rivers and 
of the societies that depend on them, since 
they cause high social and/or environmental 
impacts in the natural territory. They can bring 
simultaneously wealth and destruction to a 
region.
The Tagus hydrographic basin, elongated 

in shape, with an approximate ENE-WSW 
direction, is the third largest in the Iberian 
Peninsula. It produces 17.670 hm3 of water of 
which 5476 hm3 in Portugal (about one third 
of the catchment lies in Portugal). The Tagus 
River drains an area of 80.629 km2 of which 
24.860 km2 in Portugal (Table 1).
The behaviour of the tributaries of the river 

Tagus is decisively influenced by the sharp 
morphological, rainfall and lithological contrasts 
observed in its hydrographic basin. From what 
is known, the Tagus has always had extremely 
irregular discharge rates from year to year and 
also throughout the year. These are entirely due 
to the exclusive fluvial nature of the basin’s 
waters leading sometimes to large and/or extreme 
floods. This has caused and still causes its main 
channel to undergo successive regularisation 
works, which may or may not be justified.

From the border down to the Zêzere river 
confluence, the Tagus runs deeply between 
high slopes in pre-Cambrian, Cambrian and 

Table 1 – Main characteristics of the Tagus Basin 
(source D.G.R.A.H., 1986)
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Palaeozoic units. However, south of Tancos 
it changes direction and spreads out strongly 
leading to sediment deposition in an alluvial 
plain 2 to 13 km wide, which is underlain by 
soft Cenozoic formations and bounded by 
Pleistocene terrace sediments (Fig. 1).
In Portuguese territory the Tagus is the river 

that generates the most spectacular floods 
because of the inundated area they occupy in 
the Ribatejo marshy lands.
The construction of over 141 dams in its basin, 

especially from the 1950’s on, led to thinking 
that the floods had been «tamed», which is not 
true as shown by the catastrophic floods of 1978 
and 1979 and the great floods of December 
1978, that almost reached the levels recorded 
ten years earlier.

Fig. 1 - The Tagus alluvial plain framework (simplified 
geological GIS mapping; “Genestream Project”). A – 

The Tagus basin in the Iberian Peninsula; B – Geological 
sketch. 1 – Hercynian Massif; 2 – Jurassic marls; 3 – 
Paleogene-Miocene-Pliocene sediments; 4 – Miocene 
limestones;  5  – Fluvial terraces;   6 –  Alluvial plain;    

7 – Drainage network;    8 – Localities;   9  – Study area

The construction of the dams brought both 
benefits - reducing the number of floods with 
retention of the smallest ones in the reservoirs 
- and damages - aggravating  the peak flow 
rates and the most dramatic situations, during 
major floods due to the opening, in chain, of the 

floodgates and the bursting of several protection 
levees.
However, the occupation and misuse of the 

floodplain sometimes leads to high material 
damage which could be avoided if there was an 
appropriate integrated planning of the physical 
environment.

2. Hydrological studies
2.1. Methodology
For the hydrological studies hydrometric 

heights were used as long continuous series of 
discharge rates are rare or inexistent. The main 
reasons are:
• the 1755 earthquake which destroyed the city 

of Lisbon  and the great fire of 1919 - that led to 
the destruction of most of the Lisbon National 
Archive;
• in years of major flooding, very high 

discharge rates are not known, due to failures 
of equipment or destruction of the stations thus 
leading to disruption of the series
• deployment of new workstations and 

others closing before, during and after the 
implementation of the dams along the Tagus 
and tributaries
• non-simultaneous operation of the various 

gauging stations
To fill the gaps, the available data for the 

region of Santarém were collected from several 
archives (INAG, 2000; Custódio, 1992/93; 
L.N.E.C., 1990 and 1992; Div. Médio Tejo; 
newspapers; etc.) and cover a batch period of 
150 years. These data allowed calculate the 
return period for the area through a series of 
71 consecutive years (1921-1991; fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 - Instantaneous maximum discharge at Vila Velha 
de Ródão (near the Spanish border) and its quantification 

before and after the construction of dams along the 
Tagus river in Portugal (in Ramos and Reis, 2002).

2.2. Models used to predict flood flows and the 
determination of return periods for the region 
of Santarém
Many models have been tried to predict flood 

flows and therefore return periods in Portugal. 
For this study two models were used: Gumbel 
(1935, 1941a, 1941b, 1942, 1945, 1958) and 
Pearson type 3 distributions (Foster, 1924). 
However, and according to many studies, in 
Portugal, and particularly for the Lower Tagus 
Basin, the Pearson type 3 distribution is the 
model more suited to the prediction of flood 
flows. But this method could not be used in the 
first calculations based on a continuous series 
of 45 years (1944-1988) of annual maximum 
instantaneous discharges from the Ponte de 
Santarém gauging station as it did not contain 
enough data.
The data were unreliable for the flood years 

since the maximum discharge rates always 
showed the same fixed real value (2220 m3/s), 
as they were inferred from the hydrometric 
heights. This is explained , because  the gauging 
meters stop collecting data when the discharge 
rates exceed 2220 m3/s, corresponding this 
value to the maximum the water reaches (7m) 
before being classified as catastrophic. In spite 
of this, the return periods were calculated using 

the Gumbel distribution (Nunes, 2001; Azevêdo 
et al, 2004). The results were not satisfactory 
and were very different from those expected and 
already calculated by other authors (Sobrinho, 
1980; Henriques, 1985) evidencing that there 
was no adjustment for this series of annual 
maximum instantaneous discharge. 
Considering these results a new set of values 

was collected containing a longer and more 
reliable series of hydrometric heights. In spite of 
Gumbel’s law being rejected for longer series, 
this model and the Pearson type 3 distribution 
were applied to this continuous series (71 years) 
of Ponte de Santarém, aiming at obtaining the 
best fit and, based on the results of the return 
periods, build a flood risk map for the area of 
Santarem.
Before applying the models to these values, this 

series was subject to the non-parametric Mann-
Kendall (Hensel and Hirsh, 1992)  to evaluate 
its reliability in face of the results obtained by 
other authors. Therefore, for the critical value 
of 1.96 (Z = -0.213), the level of significance 
of 0.5% was not exceeded, concluding that no 
significant trend in the evolution of piezometric 
levels for the period analyzed was detected.
From the results, the Gumbel distribution 

proved to be useless for long series. However, the 
results obtained from the Pearson 3 distribution 
were reliable as they were extremely close 
to those obtained by other authors. Sobrinho 
(1980), for example, determined for a return 
period of 100 years, a calculated water level of 
8.58 m based only on 47 observations. Based on 
our calculations we  reached a value of 8.68 m.
From the results obtained using the Pearson 

type 3 method, for the biggest flood of the 20th 
century (1979), a return period of approximately 
210 years was determined (Nunes, 2002; 
Azevêdo et al, 2004). It occurred after 15 days 
of rainfall and flooded an area of 871 km2. 
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The 1979 flood resulted from continuous non-
coordinated discharges from both the Alcântara 
(Spain) and Castelo do Bode (Portugal) dams. 
During these floods the waters reached heights 
of 8.89 m (considering that a flood in this area 
is classified as catastrophic when it surpasses 
7 m), flooding all the agricultural lands and 
devastating all in their way.

The Pearson 3 Law statistical data obtained, 
calculated (table 2) using the “HydroTech 
Analysis System” statistical software (1997), 
allowed determine a height of 8.68 m for a return 
period of 100 years, a value which probability 
of occurrence is situated between the values 
obtained for the two largest known floods, 
respectively 1940/41 (8.37m) and 1978/79 
(8.89m) (Nunes, 2001).

Table 2 – Statistical data calculated by the Pearson 3 Law, based on hydrometric heights of Ponte de Santarem, used in 
determining the return periods for the study area.
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2.3. Flood Risk Map for the region of Santarém
From the data obtained it was then possible to 

determine the return periods in order to build 
the Flood Risk Map for the Santarém area. The 
10, 50 and 100 year return periods were chosen 
and a 1:25.000 scale map was used due to the 
absence of other smaller scale maps. Before the 
elaboration of the map, the values calculated 
were normalized with the zero scale water level 
(3.29 m) in Ponte de Santarém (hydrometric 
station):

- 10 years ----------≈ 11.4 m (8.09 + 3.29 = 11.38 m)
- 50 years ----------≈ 11.9 m (8.56 + 3.29 = 11.85 m)
- 100 years ----------≈ 12.0 m (8.68 + 3.29 = 11.97 m)
However, before producing the Flood Risk 

Map it was found that at the 1:25.000 scale the 
distance between the curves, for the chosen 
return periods was minute. Also, from the data, 
the ten-year flood is as important as or even 
more important than the other ones (50 and 100 
years) as it occupies an area, in the floodplain, 
equal to that of the fifty-year and even the 
secular floods.

This is an important aspect when considering 
that this area is the one of the Portuguese territory 
where the more spectacular floods occur because 
of the extent of the flooded area (800 km2). 
The alluvial plain is completely submerged 
during the major floods of the Tagus: from the 
7 m hydrometric height the water spreads out, 
flooding it, but never exceeding the 9 m, even 
during the largest floods. However, when it 
reaches a height of 6.40 m in Santarém, the Tagus 
starts to overflow (Ramos and Reis, 2002).
Taking into consideration the above, the Flood 

Risk Map (fig. 3) was drawn only for the 10 year 
return period (11.4 m) and the boundary of the 
floodplain was also delimited on the same map. 
It shows that the floodplain is flooded during 
major floods and that non-flooded points do not 
lie above 11.4 m high. Therefore, practically 
all the villages and farms are flooded and the 
Santarém waterfront is nearly always «lashed» 
by the waters that both inundate it in flood 
years as in years when the waters of the Tagus 
rise slightly more due to prolonged periods of 
rainfall. 

Fig. 3 – Flood Risk map for the Santarém area, built on a 1:25.000 scale topographic base (Nunes, 2001).
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3. Cartographic analyses
The historical record shows that the Tagus 

has shifted and changed and its width has been 
reduced or increased by anthropogenic activity. 
The analysis of numerous historical texts and 
maps, from 1770 until 1992, shows that the 
character of the river, as well as its bars, has 
varied over the centuries. These changes are 
usually visible on maps until the mid 1950’s 
when the construction of dams began, mainly 
the Alcântara dam, in Spain. 
Besides the human factor that played a key 

role in the artificial changes of the river, natural 
factors, like water flow and sediment and 
vegetation, have also to be considered. Within 
the natural factors, the floods are the most 
reported.
The cartographic study was based on the 

analysis of different maps, both geological and 
topographical, at different scales. Despite the 
setbacks due to: i) incorrect cartography verified 
when comparing maps drawn in consecutive 
years, ii) the errors created when comparing the 
maps, iii) the adjustments that have to be made 
as well as the correction of the GIS data base, 
the final results were extremely positive.
To determine the channel changes (channel 

morphology, width variations, bar migration 
and sinuosity) over time, same scale maps 
were compared two by two, from the oldest 
to the most recent, between 1866 (1:100.000) 
and 1992 (1:50.000). However, there are maps 
for which the pair-wise comparison was not 
possible since they were produced at very 
different scales from those used in other cases.
To exemplify these changes an example at a 

1:100.000 scale (1866 and 1956) and one at a 
1:25:000 (1900 and 1930) are shown.

3.1. Comparison of 1:100.000 scale maps
The analysis of the 1:100.000 maps resulted 

in a somewhat difficult task due to their small 

scale. Despite this, their study took on a certain 
interest since it was possible to compare one of 
the oldest (1866) with one of the most recent 
(1982) maps, thus making it possible to verify the 
variations over a period of 120 years. Analysis 
of the 1866 map (figure 4) shows that: i) the 
abundance of large bars glued to the margins of 
the main channel either disappeared natural or 
artificially or migrated over time, ii) the shifting 
of the main channel to the E can be the result of 
heavy flooding or due to the regularization of 
the channel over the years. It was not however 
possible to calculate rates of erosion due to the 
complexity of the bars and given the scale to 
which they are mapped. Between 1866 and 
1956 new secondary channels appeared south 
of Mouchão do Alfange that can be due to the 
natural sedimentation as a result of flooding 
or to the opening of artificial channels by the 
landowners. The width of the channel either 
reduced or increased along its course. The 
maximum decrease observed was of circa 
400 m due to erosion of the right bank of the 
main channel and the maximum increase never 
exceeded 200 m.
Regarding the Alpiarça ditch, it suffered a 

very sharp artificial adjustment on the section 
further upstream, certainly with the intention of 
facilitating the flow of water, especially during 
periods of heavy rainfall.
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Fig. 4 – Example of the comparison of two 1:100.000 scale maps (1866 and 1956) in the Santarém region. On the 
right a detail of the lower section of the river is analysed: bar migration and channel variation is quite evident.

3.2. Comparison of 1:25.000 scale maps
The comparison of maps at this scale also 

brought on some problems as the absence of the 
sandy bars (1934) stands out immediately. One 
can only assume that this is due to bad mapping 
or a mapping made just after a rainy period. 
However, from the observations made in this 
area, the most important relate to the width of 
the main channel and secondary channels.
The main channel of the Tagus maintained 

approximately the same configuration except 
in the area N of Santarém where the reduction 
was of 250 m in 36 years (between 1934 and 
1970). This decrease may be due to strong 
erosion on the right bank by the action of heavy 
floods that were felt mainly during the decades 
of the 1940’s and 1960’s. The secondary 
channels and/or rivulets reduced in width and 
even disappeared in some areas. However, the 
1934 map shows widened secondary channels 

but with hardly any outline changes over the 
36 year period analyzed. This may be a result 
of regularization works to help a better flow of 
water during the flood seasons.
The comparison of the 1941 and 1970 maps 

(figure 5) showed a quite remarkable abundance 
of sandy bars on this stretch of the Tagus to the 
south of Santarém. Some bars show an increase 
in the size that can be explained either by a 
large accumulation of sands during a period of 
29 years or by mapping carried out during the 
dry season when the bars were more exposed 
(figure 5) while others are glued, natural or 
artificially, to the margins or, are even split into 
two with the water flowing across them.
The Alpiarça ditch, however, suffered 

regularization works on the section south of 
Santarém thus straightening it by correcting the 
more sinuous areas.
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Fig. 5 – Detail of the progression of a sandy bar in a 30 year period from the 

comparison of 1:25.000 scale maps.

Fig. 7 - A survey made by Franzini in 1801 and military 
map from Santarém and its surroundings drawn by 

French engineers in the service of the Navy.

3.3. Other scale maps
In addition to the maps analyzed in the 

preceding paragraphs others were also studied, 
dating from the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. These were not compared with one 
another or with other maps due to their scale.

In the 1:200.000 calculated scale map (1790; 
figure 6) the “braided” character of the Tagus 
river shows up. The large bar “Mouchão do 
Conde da Vidigueira” or “do Inglês” was still 
an island in the centre of the channel being the 
“Old” Tagus on its left margin.

The 1801 map by Franzini (figure 7) shows 
a channel with few sandy bars. The possible 
reasons for this are: i) the map was drawn in 
a period in which bars were immersed or, ii) 
the sands drifted downstream. However there 
is a lack of historical data referring to floods or 
periods of heavy rainfall  between 1790 (map 
by Cabral) and 1801 (map by Franzini). In this 

Fig. 6 - Mappa Geral das Lezírias e Coutadas – dated 
1770 but was redesigned in December 1784 by 

Estevão Dias Cabral. This map is included in his 1790 
“Memoria Sobre os damnos cauƒados pelo Téjo nas ƒuas 

ribanceiras”.
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Fig. 8 - Map of the Tagus prepared by Brigadier Guerra in 1861.

map the Alpiarça ditch is not represented even 
though it already  existed.
Brigadier Guerra carried out a very detailed 

survey of the Tagus in 1861 aimed at improving 
the river in order to make it navigable again 
(figure 8). From the analysis of the map it 
is seen that many bars exist along the main 
channel, far more abundant in the section in 
front of Santarem and the Mouchão Alfange. 
It also appears that many of them are glued to 
the margins, especially in front and north of 
Mouchão do Inglês. The gluing of the bars to 
the marginal lands was a common practice of 
landowners who enlarged their agriculture lands 
by artificially filling-up the canals originating 
the so-called “acrescidos” (growths).

4. Final Remarks
The Tagus has always had extremely irregular 

discharge rates due to the exclusive fluvial 
nature of the basin’s waters, leading to large and/
or extreme floods. As a result, a flood frequency 
analysis was performed using statistical methods 
(by using a series of continuous data as well as 
historical and paleohydrological information). It 
was verified that floods over 7m high, covering 
most of the floodplain, have 2.5 year return 

periods and that the biggest flood of the 20th 
century (1979, 8.89m) has an estimated return 
period of 210 years. The 71 year period (1922 
to 1991) studied comprises two distinct phases 
of the river’s regime: the natural (before the 
1950’s) and the post dam construction. Based 
on these results and data, a Flood Risk Map for 
this area was produced.
From the comparison of all the available maps 

it was possible to verify the most significant 
changes the Tagus’ channels have undergone 
over time. It can be seen that before the influence 
of the dams and the intense extraction of fluvial 
sands (during the natural river regime) it was 
possible to verify that the migration of the sand 
bars was in the order of 0.5m/decade.

These and other aspects of the Tagus River 
were further analysed by using a Geographical 
Information System (GIS) environment 
(ArcGIS ESRI software) as a spatial analysis 
tool. The datasets used involved processing 
and merging of the GIS geological and 
environmental data as well as reconstituting 
hydrological characteristics over times by using 
present-day GIS cartography. This cartographic 
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analysis had practical applications in Project 
Genestream which aim was to investigate 
the role of paleohistorical and contemporary 
landscape features shaping genetic variability 
as well as the interactions between landscape 
features macroevolutionary processes that drive 
fresh water fish population divergences.
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